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The behavior of actinides, An

IV
, in solution is highly relevant for two application fields connected to the nuclear industry : their separation from the spent nuclear fuels [1] , and their migration from nuclear waste repositories [2] . However, the radiotoxicity and the complex chemistry of these elements explain the rather scarce availability of experimental data for them, in particular in aqueous phase. If extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) technique yields highly accurate An IV /water oxygen bond lengths in the series Th To complement experimental data, research groups either developed empirical theoretical models or performed quantum chemical computations on small An IV /ligand clusters. We may quote here the Born-like model (adjusted from geometrical experimental data) of David et al. [18] that yields An IV hydration free energy, ∆G hyd values. These values decrease almost regularly along the An IV series. In 2003, David et al. [19] revised their approach. They got then very close tendancy, at the remarkable exception of Np IV whose ∆G hyd value is shifted by more than −30 kcal mol −1 compared to the 1986 data. We may also quote the study of Banik et al. [8] who performed quantum calculations on a set of small An IV hydrated clusters (with bulk effects accounted for using a polarizable continuum solvent approach). These authors got An -O water bond lengths in line with EXAFS data, and they concluded to a decrease of the An To go beyond static models, molecular dynamic, MD, simulations have also been considered. However their predictive capability relies on the accuracy of the potential energy used to model microscopic interactions. Potential energies computed from quantum chemistry methods are the most relevant to investigate the properties of any kind of microscopic systems. Regarding An IV , we may quote MD studies focusing on the hydration process of Th
4+
, U
, and Pu
using density functional theory (DFT) methods [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . However none of the available DFT methods is able to describe accurately both water/water and cation/water interactions, at least when comparing DFT results to those of higher level quantum ab initio methods like the Møller-Plesset second-order perturbation theory, MP2, and above [25] (see discussions of Section 1 of the Supplementary Material). As high end quantum methods cannot be still considered to efficiently simulate bulk systems, even when used in hybrid quantum mechanical/molecular modeling schemes [26, 27] , molecular modeling approaches based on empirical interaction potentials, force fields, are still the most suited to simulate such systems on significantly long simulation times.
As discussed by earlier authors [25, [28] [29] [30] , An IV /water microscopic interactions result from a complex interplay between mainly large electrostatic, non-additive polarization and charge-donation effects whose relative magnitude is not obvious to quantify. Moreover and as far as we know, most of the water force fields proposed to date are not able to capture the magnitude of the water/water repulsive interactions in cation first hydration shells, at the exception of the TCPE/2013 one [30] . This explains the difficulty of building well balanced force fields to study the hydration of An IV and thus the very few An IV MD bulk simulations based on force fields reported to date [20, 25, [30] [31] [32] .
Besides the choice of a physically meaningful functional form for the force field, another critical issue is the strategy to assign force-field parameters. The most promising strategy consists in assigning the parameters to reproduce only quantum data regarding a set of training molecular clusters. These training data sets usually comprise small molecular clusters optimized in gas phase. We already built accordingly sophisticated force fields, hereafter name Gas-Phase Parameter (GP-P), to study the hydration of Th IV and Cm III [25, 32] . However such an approach implicitly assumes that all the features of bulk phase interactions can be captured by investigating gas phase systems. In the particular case of U IV , Atta-Fynn et al. [24] showed using quantum computations cation/water oxygen distances to be shifted by about 0.05 Å from gas phase to aqueous solution. Because of the +4 charge of An IV elements, such a distance shift yields a change in the Coulombic interaction energy between An IV and each water oxygen of its first hydration shell amounting to about 20 k B T at ambient conditions. Hence bulk phase cluster structures have to be considered to build accurate force field. We will denote this kind of force-field Bulk-Phase Parameter (BP-P).
The most common parameter fitting process is a single step procedure consisting in best reproducing the properties of a training molecular cluster set. The ongoing increase of the available computational resources yields research groups to propose more and more sophisticated fitting procedures in line with the machine learning philosophy. We may quote here Monte-Carlo sampling approach of Galbis et al. [33] , or the statistical learning parametrization procedure of Fracchia et al. [34] . Following the ideas of Galbis et al. [33] , we propose here an automated iterative procedure to homogeneously and coherently built a class of BP-P force fields to investigate the hydration properties of the whole An IV series. These force fields are then used to investigate the geometric, temporal and thermodynamics properties of these cations in aqueous solution. For comparison purpose, we also investigated the behavior of the lanthanide element Ce IV that is often considered as a non radioactive surrogate for Pu IV [35] .
SELF CONSISTENTLY CONVERGED BP-P FORCE FIELDS FOR AN IV
We model An IV /water interactions using the same force-field functional form as in our earlier works devoted to the study of the Th IV hydration [25] . That force field includes four main energy components : a repulsive, a Coulombic, a polarization (including short range damping effects) and a charge donation energy term (see Materials and Methods). Regarding water/water interactions, we consider the water polarizable model TCPE/2013 [30] mentioned in Introduction. Below, we denote "molecular modeling" (MM) the force-field results, and "QM" the quantum data.
Force-field parameters are assigned from the automated iterative procedure, summarized in Figure 1 . All iterative procedure iterations consist in the sequence of: MD sampling, QM reference energy calculation (Binding Energies (BEs) corresponding to the reaction An
n and different fragment interactions; see SI for definitions) and fitting process. The parameter initial guesses correspond to force-field parameters assigned from the GP-P procedure, i.e. the training data set corresponds to small hydrated An IV clusters comprising at most 10 water molecules optimized in gas phase using high end QM methods. The training data set at each iterative procedure's iteration comprises all the clusters from the previous two iterations, ensuring the BP-P convergence stability to the final force field. As high end QM computations regarding An IV are still par-ticularly computationally expensive, the MD sampling consists in extracting 20 hydrated An IV clusters (the cation plus its first hydration sphere); for each cluster, about 10 interaction energies are computed to obtain the BEs and different fragment interaction energies. To ensure that the 20 selected clusters at each iteration are representative, we checked that the MM BEs of these small clusters set span over the range of MM cluster BEs extracted from the full trajectory. At each iterative procedure's iteration, the evolution of the force-field parameters as well as structural properties (radial distribution function, and coordination number) is monitored, until the self-consistent solution is reached. Convergence is usually reached in less than 6 iterations. Examples are provided in the SI in section 4. Today all the computations of a single iterative procedure's iteration for the whole An IV series can be performed at the week scale using a few percents of a modern supercomputing system (made of about 100,000 computing cores).
The improvement in the force-field quality arising from the iterative procedure may be assessed from the data plotted in Figure 2 . In that figure, the classical BEs computed from the parameter initial guesses (GP-P) and from the BP-P converged force field are plotted a function of their QM reference counterparts for a training cluster set. If MM BEs from the initial parameter guesses are linearly correlated with QM ones, a large systematic deviation exists between the two BE sets, of about
. If that represents only 2.5 % of the cluster BEs, that corresponds to about 36 k B T at ambient conditions. With the BP-P force field, the BE mean error is centered on 0 and its standard deviation is reduced to less than 5 kcal mol −1
. These results support the earlier conclusion Tazi et al. [36] , i.e. force-field parameter adjustments relying on realistic bulk-phase structures ensures the accuracy of the resulting force-field.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The behavior of the whole An IV series in 0.03 M cation aqueous solutions is studied by means of MD simulations at the 10 ns scale using the BP-P force fields. We don't account explicitly for counter ions in our bulk simulations. However as the simulations are performed using an Ewald summation scheme with tinfoil boundary conditions, the cations are accompanied by uniform canceling background charge, acting as an implicit dilute counter ion cloud. We also simulated accordingly the lanthanide Ce when using the force-field parameter initial guess built from QM data corresponding to clusters optimized in gas phase (GP-P) and from the automated iterative procedure (BP-P). The mean error is reduced to less than 0.1 kcal mol
with a standard deviation of respectively 4.8 and 2.6 kcal mol
for the total BEs and the fragment interaction energies with the latter approach.Table S2 ). We plot on Figure 4 the d AnO distances as a function of the An IV ionic radii estimated from crystalllographic data [18, 37] . The two series of data are linearly correlated. Following the idea of Warren and Patel [38] , the ionic radii can be estimated from the distances d AnO to which the water molecular radius is subtracted. For the TCPE/2013 model, the water radius is 1.393 Å [30] . That yields a nice agreement between the our computed radii and the crystallographic ones, within less than 0.02 Å (see Supporting Information).
The computed N c 's start at 9.4 for Th and decrease until they reach a plateau of about 9 for the series Pa -Pu, Bk with Am and Cm moving down away from the series with a coordination number of respectively 8.7 and 8.3, see Figure 4 . Compared to experimental data regarding solutions for which the counter ions are known to not enter the An 
IV
, reveal the existence of an equilibrium between two coordination modes. An analysis of the coordination polyhedra has been made with ChemNetworks [39] and shows that the 8 coordination mode is associated with the formation of either a square anti-prismatic or a biaugmented trigonal prismatic geometry of the water molecules around the actinide cation. The identified polyhedra for the 9 coordination number are either a triaugmented trigonal prism or a mono-capped square antiprism and for the 10 coordination number either a bicapped square anti-prism or a sphenocorona. The corresponding structures for the observed polyhedra extracted from the MD trajectories can be found in Figure S3 of the SI.
We computed the mean residence time, MRT, of a water molecule within An IV first hydration shell along the MD trajectories from the approach of Impey et al. [40] . The computed MRTs range from a few hundreds of picoseconds for Cm MRT has been reported [41] , about 185 ns, as well as an upper bound limit for Th IV , 20 ns [41] . Our estimates are a priori from one to two orders of magnitude smaller than experiment. However we simulate here an 0.03 M An IV aqueous solution, while these cations are studied experimentally in much more concentrated solutions. Moreover, the presence of explicit counter ions in the first and second cation hydration shells can also strongly affect the water dynamics at the cation vicinity. The quality of the present BP-P force field cannot be incriminated yet to explain the apparent disagreement between the computed and the rare experimental MRT estimates.
We computed the hydration free energies, ∆G hyd , for the An [18, 19] (in the latter case, at the exception of Np IV , see our discussion in Introduction), see Figure 4 . Our BP-P force fields predict the ∆G hyd values to smoothly decrease along the An IV series. This is a priori in line with the continuous decrease of the d AnO distances along that series that has to yield the reinforcement of An IV /water interactions. We also assigned BP-P parameters from the iterative procedure for the lanthanide element Ce IV . We simulated then that element in an aqueous solution using the same computational protocol and simulation conditions as above. From our simulations, Ce . Such a level of similarities between hydrated Ce IV and Pu IV have been also reported from QM and experimental studies [42, 43] .
Finally, considering the previous MD simulations reported in the literature, on the one hand, we find out that DFT-based MD generally underestimate the coordination number [21] , while exhibiting the largest computed interaction distances (Table S2) ; while on the other hand, different classical MD for Th
give very large ranges of coordination numbers (from 8 to 11.4) and interaction distances (from 2.40 to 2.48 Å). This disparity further proves the need of highly accurate force-field parameters assignment protocol to reduce as far as possible all the drawbacks with mentioned in Introduction about building force fields.
CONCLUSION
In this article we report the first polarizable An IV -H 2 O classical potentials derived from an automated iterative coherent ab initio methodology for the series from thorium to berkelium. We emphasize that the specific inclusion of sampled condensed phase reference structures in a self-consistent manner enables to reach an adequate accuracy necessary to simulate the actinide aqueous condensed phase systems. The hydration study from classical molecular dynamics with our newly developed force field reveals that, except for Am IV and Cm IV which sit aside the series, the structural and thermodynamical properties change in a very smooth fashion along the studied series. The first comparisons to experimental data exhibit a very good overall agreement. They will be extended in a near future by considering counter anions to achieve a thorougher comparability to experimental conditions. Nevertheless, these methodological developments pave the way for a better classical description of the +4 actinides in solution, and thus our ability to study their chemical behavior in more complex and chemically relevant systems; this being of special interest considering how important and challenging Pu IV chemistry is with respect to the nuclear fuel cycle.
MATERIAL METHODS
QM calculations
All the QM calculations on the actinide aqua clusters have been performed with the Turbomole package [44] , employing the unrestricted RI-MP2 method [45, 46] as mentioned in the introduction. For the actinides, the Stuttgart-Cologne "small core" relativistic effective core potential (60 e -) were used in conjunction with the associated segmented basis sets [47] [48] [49] , while the augmented correlation consistent triple zeta basis sets of Dunning [50, 51] , namely the aug-cc-pVTZ, were used for the water molecules. The actinides have all been considered in their high spin state for the calculations and the 1s core electrons of the oxygen as well as the 5s, 5p, 5d electrons of the actinides are not correlated in the MP2 step.
Molecular Dynamics
The MD simulations of the An IV in bulk water were conducted with a cubic box containing only one actinide cation for 1000 water molecules with periodic boundary conditions in PolarisMD package developed by one of us. The system is first equilibrated in volume and temperature in the {N,P,T} ensemble with a Noose-Hoover thermostat and barostat [52] . The different runs of production used for the parametrization and final analysis are then run in the canonical ensemble [53] during 5 ns always following a 1 ns re-equilibration. It should be recalled here that the water model used for the simulations is the latest TCPE version reported in ref [30] . The water molecule's structural parameters constrained to their bulk equilibrium values thanks to the RATTLE algorithm (the convergence criterium is set to 10 −6 Å). Since the constituents of the system have no free internal motion, the simulation time-step is fixed to 1 fs and, in order to minimize the extra computational expense inherent to the polarization model, the induced dipoles are accounted for within the multiple time step r-RESPAp framework [54] . The hydration free energies, ∆G hyd are computed relatively to Th IV thanks to the thermodynamic integration methods. For each element, the Th IV is alchemically transformed to the final element in 20 equally spaced steps in which the corresponding hamiltonian are mixed. For each step, we performed a 100 ps run of equilibration followed by a 500 ps one during which the thermostatistical average is computed.
Coordination mode analysis
We analyzed the coordination polyhedra using ChemNetworks [39] . The details of the analysis are reported Figure S3 . . Furthermore, most functionals exhibit excessive repulsions.
S2
In Figure S1 , we have compared the total binding energies and fragment interaction energies (interaction energy between a water molecule and the An
computed with two GGA functionals, BLYP, PBE, one hybrid functional, PBE0, and the dispersion corrected BLYP+D3 one. All four functionals of the density overestimate the fragment interaction energies, confirming the fact that water-water repulsions are overestimated. This error is not counterbalanced by the bias in the metal-water interactions; while BLYP overestimates total binding energies, PBE, PBE0, and BLYP+D3 yield to negative deviations, the larger the hydration number the larger the deviation from MP2 energies.
This confirms that currently available functionals are not accurate enough to be used for the calculations of the QM reference energies.
Modeling ion/water interactions
As in our previous study,
S1
the force field used to model ion/water interactions is based on the following decomposition of the total potential energy 
S5
The different terms correspond respectively to a classical charge-charge electrostatic, a repulsive, a specific charge-transfer and a polarization term. Conversely to our previous work, where the charge transfer term was taken as non-additive, here, the first three terms are additive potentials. On the contrary, the polarization term U pol is based on a many-body induced dipole moment approach.
The repulsion is taken as decreasing exponential according to
For the charge-transfer term U ct , which is introduced to account for the partial "covalent" character of the actinide/water interactions, we consider a classical exponential energy contribution:
The polarization energy term includes both anion/water and water/water interactions and U pol is defined as:
Here, the superscript * indicates that the corresponding sum includes only pairs of atoms separated by more than two chemical bonds. Only non-hydrogen atoms are considered as polarizable centers, with an isotropic polarizability α i and an induced dipole moment p i expressed as
T ij is the dipolar interaction tensor and E q i is the electric field generated on the polarizable center i by the surrounding static charges q j . However, T ij and E q i both include in our polarization approach an intermolecular short-range damping effect, according to the model S6 proposed by Thole S3 according to
where r is the distance from the atomic center and κ, s-called damping term, an adjustable parameter.
QM reference data
For both GP-P and BP-P, the reference total binding energy is calculated according to the chemical reaction An 
where the subscript refers to the fragment considered and the superscript to the used basis set. The corrected total binding energy is then:
where the superscript has been omitted when the basis set used is the fragment's own basis set.
The second reference data that we call fragment interaction energy is the counterpoise corrected interaction energy defined according to the equation:
S7
with the fragments A and B corresponding to, on the one hand to a single water molecule of the An IV (H 2 O) n cluster and on the other hand to the remaining atoms.
4 BP-P convergence Figure S2 (a) illustrates that the five FF parameters for Th, Pu, and Bk converge after 3-5
iterations, as the training data sets is updated with sampled snapshots from classical MD simulations. The convergence of the An -H 2 O interaction distances and radial distribution functions as well as average coordination numbers can also be visualized on Figure S2 subsets (b) and (c).
Final parameters
The actinide charges for coulombic and polarization are fixed to their +4 net charge and their polarizability is either fixed to the QM values reported in the literature S4,S5 or fixed to 1 Å
3
, the latter assumption not exhibiting any significant impact on the interaction energies.
Considering that the water potential parameters are fixed, only five parameters need to be adjusted with the Model-Independent Parameter Estimation (PEST) software package; 
